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By interpolating between Sobolev spaces we find that many partial differential 
operators become continuous when restricted to a sufficiently small domain. Hence 
some techniques from the theory of ordinary differential equations can be applied to 
some p.d.e.‘s. Using these ideas, we study a class of nonlinear evolutions in a 
Banach space. We obtain some very simple existence and continuous dependence 
results. The theory is applicable to reactiondiffusion equations, dispersion 
equations, and hyperbolic equations before shocks develop. 
In this paper we study the evolution equation u’(t) =A(& u(t)). Here u(t) 
takes values in a Banach space, and A may be nonlinear and discontinuous 
in both arguments. We develop a theory of local existence, uniqueness, 
regularity, and continuous dependence which is general enough to apply to 
such diverse problems as reaction-diffusion equations, dispersive equations, 
and semilinear wave equations; the theory is also applicable to quasilinear 
wave equations during the short time interval before shocks develop. 
Although the proofs are nontrivial, the statements of our main abstract 
results are very simple and yield new insights about features shared by such 
seemingly different equations. 
One feature shared by the partial differential equations mentioned above is 
that regularity is preserved over time. Solutions starting from smooth initial 
data continue to be smooth, i.e., to possess a larger number of spatial 
derivatives than appear in the differential equation. Hence interpolation 
techniques are applicable. Using interpolation techniques, we find that many 
partial differential operators become continuous when restricted to 
sufftciently small domains. This continuity property is the fundamental idea 
of this paper; we illustrate it now with an example. 
As usual let HZ = H’(R) be the space of functions f: R -+ R normed by 
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Analogously define H” and ]/ ]lrn f or other values of m. In particular 
L’(R) = Ho(R) has norm ]] ]lo. 
The (distributional) derivative a/as is usually thought of as a discon- 
tinuous linear operator, mapping from a dense linear subspace of Ho into 
Ho. It can also be viewed as a continuous linear operator from H’ into Ho; 
this type of continuity is used in several theories of quasilinear partial 
differential equations [ 1, 9, 14, 211. But we shall restrict a/as to the still 
smaller domain {f~ HZ: Ilfl12 < c), f or some constant c. Then a/as becomes 
a continuous mapping from a non-dense, nonlinear subset of Ho, into Ho. 
Indeed, standard interpolation methods yield 
llf’ - dllo < llf- gll, < IV- ‘N2 IV- glG” < w’2 Ilf- ‘!llY2? (0.1) 
so a/as is in fact uniformly continuous; it is Holder continuous with 
exponent l/2. We emphasize that the ]] I],-norm is used to specify the set 
Dom(a/&), but not to topologize that set. Both the domain and range of 
a/as are topologized as subsets of the same space Ho(R); this greatly 
simplifies our theory. We apply to partial differential equations some 
techniques from the theory of ordinary differential equations with continuous 
right hand sides. 
Note that the linearity of a/as is not essential to our method. For instance, 
a computation similar to (0.1) shows that the nonlinear differential operator 
fttff’ satisfies 
Ilff’ - gg’llo G w3’2 llf- gllY2 (0.74 
on the same domain. 
Also note that compact embeddings of Sobolev spaces are not required. 
The embedding of H2(R) in Ho(R) is not compact. (To see this, let f,(s) = 
exp(-(s - n)‘). Then {f,} is bounded in H’(R) and converges weakly to 0 in 
H’(R). But ]]f,]lo = (7r/2)“” f or all n, so no subsequence of {f, } converges 
strongly to 0 in H’(R).) 
In estimates (0.1) and (0.2), we throw away some derivatives to gain 
simplicity and regularity. Admittedly this is wasteful. In many applications, 
sharper results can be obtained by more complicated and specialized 
methods. Where we require estimates involving Ho(R) and H’(R), for 
instance, the methods of Kato and co-workers [ 1, 9, 14, 211 might only 
require estimates in Ho(R) and H’(R); the methods of Crandall et al. [5, 7, 
11, 121 might only require estimates in H’(R). The methods of Crandall et 
al. are very general; they are applicable even in problems where solutions 
cannot be differentiable, such as hyperbolic equations with shocks [5]. But 
for equations with slightly better behavior, this paper provides additional 
insights. Our definition of “solution ” is simpler than the definitions used in 
the papers mentioned above. For brevity, in this paper we shall only consider 
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basic questions of existence and regularity of solutions, quantitative 
continuous dependence on initial data, and addition of generators. But the 
framework presented here also yields further results, which may appear in a 
later paper. In particular: the “v-continuous” operators considered below are 
compatible with the sharp convergence arguments developed for continuous 
operators in [29, 301, and perhaps also with the perturbation arguments 
developed for continuous operators in 12,221. 
The several abstract theories of evolutions developed in this paper and in 
the several other papers mentioned above use substantially different 
hypotheses, definitions, and methods. Perhaps the several theories can be 
unified in later research. For the present, we shall confine ourselves to a few 
comparisons which are given in remarks later in this paper. 
Our main abstract results are stated in Section 1. More technical results, 
and proofs, are given in Section 2. An example is given in Section 3. 
This paper grew out of the author’s dissertation 1241, which was written at 
the University of Chicago under the direction of Jerry Bona. Parts of this 
research were done at Argonne and Brookhaven National Laboratories, 
supported by the Department of Energy. This paper contains improved 
versions of the main ideas in [24, 26, 271; therefore those manuscripts will 
not be published. The author is grateful to professors Bona, Crandall, 
Martin, Webb, and others for their suggestions and encouragement. 
1. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Notations 1.1. Throughout this paper, R, will denote [O, co). We 
assume (E, ] ]) is a Banach space, v: E + [0, 03 ] is some mapping, and D = 
{fE E: v(f) < oo}. 
A set S c D is u-bounded if sup{v(f): f E S} < 03. A mapping A: D + E 
is v-continuous (respectively, v-uniformly continuous or v-Lipschitz) if its 
restrictions to v-bounded sets are continuous (respectively, uniformly 
continuous or Lipschitz). 
Remarks. For an example take 1 I= 1) I],, v( ) = 11 I\*, A(f) =ff’. Then 
A is v-uniformly continuous, by (0.2). 
In the abstract theory below, all topological considerations are with 
respect to the metric induced by the norm 1 ] of E. No topology is associated 
with the functional v. We shall usually assume that the mapping 
v: E + [0, co ] is lower semicontinuous; Proposition 1.7 and the remarks 
before and after it give some indication of how this hypothesis can usually be 
satisfied. 
We emphasize that v need not be a norm. The role played by v in this 
paper is similar to the roles played by the functional M in [8], the lower 
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semicontinuous functional IJ/ in 1231, the norm // l/r in [ 1, 9, 14, 211, and the 
multidimensional functional ]] ]] in [25]. (Added in proof: Also our v is 
similar to the functional p of Kobayasi, Kobayashi, and Oharu, Nonlinear 
evolution operators in Banach spaces, to appear in the Osaka Journal of 
Mathematics. Also see (341.) 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let J s R be an interval. Let U: J + D and 
A: J x D + E be some mappings. Then u is a v-solution of the differential 
equation u’(t) = A(t, u(t)) on the interval J if (i) for almost every t in J, u’(t) 
exists and equals A(t, u(t)), (ii) f or each a and b in J, the Bochner integral 
Jt u’(t) dt exists in E and equals u(b) - u(a), and (iii) v(u(t)) is a measurable 
function of t which is bounded on compact subsets of J. 
Remarks. For an introduction to Bochner integrals (i.e., Banach-space- 
valued Lebesgue integrals), see any of [ 10, 13, 20, 321. Note that (ii) implies 
u is continuous; then v lower semicontinuous implies v(u(.)) lower semicon- 
tinuous. So the measurability part of (iii) follows for free. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A is a v-generator of type (v/, o) (on D, in (E, 1 I)) if 
the following live conditions hold: 
(i) A is a v-continuous map from D into E. 
(ii) ‘y: R, + R, is a nondecreasing, locally Lipschitz function. 
(iii) o: R, + R is a nondecreasing, right-continuous function. 
(iv) For eachfE D there exist sequences (f,} in D and {E”} in (0, co) 
such that q, 1 0, If-t E,A(S) -fnI/en + 0, and lim su~,,,,[v(f,) - v(f)l/~~ < 
Y(V(f >I* 
(v) For each f, g E D there exist sequences if,}, ( g,} in D and (E,) 
in (0, 00) such that E, 1 0, If+ q,A(f) -fnI/cn + 0, I g + +4(g) - g,l/ 
E,, + 0, and lim su~,,,,(lf, -gg,l - If- gINen < If- 4 4maxMf>, v(g)/>. 
Remarks. Hypotheses 1.3(iv) and (v) are weak but complicated. In 
applications it may be simpler to use the stronger properties 1.4(b) and (d), 
below. Also, 1.3(v) can be replaced with a dissipativeness condition; see 
Lemma 2.7. 
For simplicity of exposition we have made condition 1.3(ii) stronger than 
necessary. It guarantees that if p(0) E R, then for some T > 0 there exists a 
unique solution of p’(t) = v(p(t)) on [0, 7). This is important in estimates 
such as 1.4(b), below. Condition 1.3(ii) can be replaced with the weaker 
assumption that v: R, + R, is nondecreasing and right-continuous. Then 
the differential equation p’(t) = W(p(t)) (p(0) = given) may have more than 
one solution. But it does have a unique maximal, i.e., largest, solution; and 
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this solution can be used in estimates such as 1.4(b). For an introduction to 
the relevant properties of maximal solutions see [28]. 
Our main result is Theorem 1.6. For motivation we first present some 
simpler special cases. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Assume v is lower semicontinuous. Let A be a v- 
generator of type (w, w). Then 
(a) Any v-solution of u’(t) = A(u(t)) is continuously differentiable. 
(b) Suppose p’(t) = vMt>) on (0, T), and fE D with v(f) <p(O). 
Then there exists a v-solution of u’(t) = A(u(t)) on [0, T) with u(O) =f and 
v(W) G p(t). 
(c) Let u be a v-soiution of u’(t) = A(u(t)) on [0, T). Suppose u is 
maximally extended; i.e., T is chosen as large as possible. Then at least one 
of T, lim inftTf v(u(t)) must be 03. 
(d) Let u1 and u2 be v-solutions of u’(t) = A(u(t)) on [0, T). Then 
\;(2)- u2(t)l,<lu,(0) - dO)lex~[~f, 4maxj=,,, V(Uj(s))) dsl for all t in 
9 * 
Remarks. Proposition 1.4 and other results stated in this section will be 
proved in Section 2. 
The quantity v(u(t)) is a “nearly-conserved quantity,” similar to the 
conserved quantities which arise in some physics problems. If v(u(t)) is 
actually conserved, then much of the machinery developed below can be 
dispensed with. Functions such as p(t) are bookkeeping devices, introduced 
to keep track of the “size” of solutions. We must keep solutions v-bounded to 
make use of v-continuity (and vice versa). The estimate in 1.4(b) is a crude 
one; p(t) may blow up much sooner than v(u(t)). In particular applications, 
sharper a priori bounds on v(u(t)) can often be obtained by more specialized 
methods; then 1.4(c) is applicable. For an example see [25]. (Also see [33].) 
The estimates in 1.4(b) and (d) imply that the v-solution of u’(t) = A(u(t)) 
is uniquely determined by its initial value, and depends on that initial value 
in a v-Lipschitz fashion. If w is constant then the inequality in 1.4(d) reduces 
to ] ul(t) - u*(t)1 < ] u,(O) - ~~(0) exp(tw), which is standard in semigroup 
theory. Example 2.5 in [25] shows that for some important applications we 
cannot take w = constant. See also the example in Section 3 of this paper. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Assume that v is lower semicontinuous. For j = 1, 2, 
suppose that Aj is a v-generator of type (vj, oj). 
Then A c A, + A, is a v-generator of type (w, w) = (v/, + vI, w, + w*>. 
Remarks. Proposition 1.5 enables us to build complicated v-generators 
from simpler ones. It is particularly useful if A, and A, are simple in 
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different ways, e.g., if A, is linear or quasilinear, and A, is of lower order or 
continuous. We use known, specialized properties of A, and A, to verify 
separately (perhaps with some difliculty) that they are both v-generators; it 
then follows automatically that A, + A, is also a v-generator. An example of 
this procedure is given in Section 3. 
It is not always a trivial matter to determine whether the sum of two 
“generators” of semigroups or semiflows is a generator. The sum of two m- 
accretive operators need not be m-accretive; the class of operators which 
satisfy the hypotheses of Crandall and Liggett [ 71 is not closed under 
addition. Some other results on addition of generators can be found in [ 2, 16, 
17, 19, 22, 30, 311. 
An important feature of Proposition 1.5 is its symmetry: A,, A,, and A all 
satisfy the same conditions. This keeps the abstract theory pleasantly simple, 
which is an advantage for newcomers to semigroup theory. On the other 
hand, the symmetry may be inefficient in some particular specialized 
applications, since A, and A, may be known to possess different nice 
properties which can be used in proofs. For instance, Barbu (21 and Pierre 
1221 show, roughly, that if A, and A, are generators (in some sense), and A, 
is continuous, then A, + A, is a generator. We conjecture that “continuous” 
can be replaced with “v-continuous,” or some similar notion, using 
techniques of Pierre [22, 231 and Webb [31]. (This conjecture will not be 
pursued here.) 
THEOREM 1.6. Assume v is lower semicontinuous. For each t E R, let 
A(t, .) be a v-generator of type (v(t, .), w(t, e)). Assume that 
(i) for each hER+, v(t, h) and w(t, h) are locally integrable 
functions oft; 
(ii) for each f E D, A(t,f) is a strongly measurable function oft; and 
(iii) for each compact, v-bounded set KG D, max(JA(t, f)]: f E K] is a 
locally integrable function oft. 
Then 
(a) If --oo < a < b < co, then si A(t, .) dt is a v-generator of type 
(J-t v(t, -1 dt, j-f: w(t, .) dt). 
(b) Suppose p’(t) = W(t,p(t)) on [a, T), and fE D with v(f) <p(a). 
Then there exists a v-solution of u’(t) = A(t, u(t)) on [a, T) with u(a) = f and 
wo> G p(t). 
(c) Let u be a v-solution of u’(t) = A(t, u(t)) on [a, T). Suppose u is 
maximally extended; i.e., T is chosen as large as possible. Then at least one 
of T, lim inftT T v(u(t)) must be m. 
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(d) Let u, and u2 be v-solutions of u’(t) =A(t, u(t)) on [a, T). Then 
p,($-- df)l< lu,(a) - u2(a>l exp[.l”L 4s7 maxj, I.2 v(uj(S))) dsl for all t in 
a, . 
Remarks. Again, (d) gives us uniqueness and a sort of continuous depen- 
dence on initial data. 
For motivation note that 1.6(i) is satisfied if I,V, o are jointly continuous. 
Also 1.6(ii), (iii) are satisfied if for each v-bounded set S Y& D the restriction 
of A to R X S is jointly continuous. (Note that in such case, any v-solution 
of u’(t) = A (t, u(t)) is continuously differentiable.) But conditions 1.6(i), (ii), 
(iii) are a substantial generalization of joint continuity. The functions A, y, w 
can behave quite badly in t. A discussion of some similar bad behavior is 
given in the introduction to [29]. 
Note in particular that A, w, w may be step-functions of t; so 1.6(a) 
includes 1.5 as a special case. 
More remarks. All the preceding results assume that v is lower semicon- 
tinuous. We now indicate how this hypothesis can usually be satisfied. 
In many applications, v is a norm, and (0, v(.)) is a Banach space 
continuously embedded in (E, 1 1). If D is reflexive, then v is lower semicon- 
tinuous on E (since closed balls in D are weakly compact). Note that the 
embedding of D in E is not necessarily compact. 
For a nonreflexive example, let fl be a convex subset of R”. Let (E, ( I) be 
the Banach space LP(R) with its usual norm, for some p in [ 1, co]. Let D = 
lV’“(J2)n LP(R) for some integer m > 0. Let v be the usual norm of 
lVm3m(Q). Then v is lower semicontinuous on (E, I 1). This can be proved 
using the mean value theorem and induction on m. Again, a compact 
embedding is not required. 
The functional v need not be a norm. For an example, let C be a closed 
subset of E. (In typical applications, C is a closed ball centered at 0; or E is 
an ordered Banach space and C is its positive cone.) Let (8, (1 I{) be a 
Banach space continuously embedded in (E, 1 I), such that 1) 1) is lower 
semicontinuous on (E, 1 I). Let D = Cn 8, and let 
v(f) = Ilfll~ if fE D, 
= co, if f@D. 
Then v is lower semicontinuous on (E, I I). 
Still other examples of lower semicontinuous functionals v can be 
constructed as follows. (Recall from 1.1 the definition of v-uniform con- 
tinuity.) 
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PROPOSITION 1.7. Let v: E + [0, co] be some function, and let D = 
(fE E: v(f) < oo}. Define 
C(f) = lily inf(v(g): g E E; If-g] < E), (1.8) 
fi = (J-E E: C(f) < co}. (1.9) 
Then 
G-4 v”: E -+ (0, 001 is lower semicontinuous. 
(b) 17 < v; and v^ = v if and only if v is lower semicontinuous. 
(c) DcD~ccl(D), h w ere cl denotes closure in (E, / I). 
(d) Suppose v is a norm, and (D, v(.)) is a Banach space continuously 
included in (E, ) I). Then (6, v^(.)) is also a Banach space, and D c 6 s E 
with continuous inclusions. 
(e) Zf A: D + E is v-uniformly continuous, then A extends uniquely to 
a Puniformly continuous mapping A: d + E. 
(f) Let A be a v-uniformly continuous v-generator of type (t+~, w) on D. 
Suppose A, ly also satisfy condition 1.4(b). Then A (defined above) is a ?- 
uniformly continuous $-generator of type (w, w) on d. 
Remarks. In many applications, v-generators are v-uniformly continuous, 
so Proposition 1.7 is applicable. See (0.1) and (0.2) for typical estimates. 
Note that if A, 2 are as in 1.7(f) and u is a C-solution of u’(t) = A(u(t)) 
with initial value in D, then in fact u is a v-solution of u’(t) = A(u(t)). But 
the extension procedure in Proposition 1.7 is not entirely reversible. To see 
this, suppose A, and A, are v-uniformly continuous v-generators on D. By 
1.7(f), they extend to C-generators AA and a, on d. Since v^ is lower semicon- 
tinuous, by Theorem 1.5 the sum A = a, + a, is a C-generator on d. But 
A, = A, + A, is not necessarily a v-generator on D. Solutions of u’(t) = 
A(u(t)) which start in D do not necessarily stay here; they may take some of 
their values in D\D. In some sense fi is a more natural domain than D is; d 
is a sort of generalized closure of D. 
The construction of v^ and ri in (1.8)--(1.9) is similar to the construction of 
]A(.)], d,A in [4, 61. 
2. TECHNICAL RESULTS AND PROOFS 
This section can be skipped in a first reading. 
The properties of v-generators which were stated in Section 1, plus a few 
more technical properties, will be proved in this section using known 
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properties of Martin generators (defined below). We remark that a direct 
proof, without using Martin generators, is also possible, along lines similar 
to the proof of Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, below. But the proof of 
Proposition 2.4 (given in 1291) is extremely long; so we find it preferable to 
use that result rather than mimic its proof. 
DEFINITIONS 2.1. Let (8, ]( I]) be a real or complex Banach space (not 
necessarily the same as (E, ( I)). Let (a*, ]I I]) be its dual. The duality map of 
(8, )( ]I) is the function .F: B -+ {subsets of a*} defined by F(c) = {/1 E 6%‘“: 
]]A /I* = (,4,5) = I]<]]‘}. By the Hahn-Banach theorem and the Banach- 
Alaoglu theorem, for each <E 8 the set F(r) is nonempty, convex, and 
weak*-compact. Note that if ]I ]] is replaced with an equivalent norm, the 
values of .F may be affected. 
Let Q be a subset of 8. A mapping G!: g --f B is dissipative (equivalently, 
47 is accretive) in (8, ]( I]) if 
min{Re(ll, 0!(c) - a(q)): /i E F(c - r~)} < 0 
for all <, q in 9. (The “Re” may be omitted if the scalar field is R. Several 
other, equivalent definitions of dissipativeness or accretiveness can also be 
found in the references.) The mapping CT: ‘9 --) B is totally dissipative if 
for all <, q E Q. Note that the sum of two totally dissipative maps is totally 
dissipative. Also note that if @ is dissipative (or totally dissipative) and 
c > 0, then 67 - c1 is also dissipative (or totally dissipative). 
Suppose g G 8; J is an interval in R; and [: J+ @ and a: R X D --t 8 
are some mappings. We say < is a solution of the differential equation (I’(t) = 
Gi’(t, c(t)) on the interval J if (i) for almost every t in J, c’(t) exists and 
equals c;Pl(t, c(t)), and (ii) for each a and b in J, the Bochner integral 
1: c’(t) dt exists in 8 and equals Qb) - [(a). 
A set C%? E B is locally closed if it is the intersection of an open set and a 
closed set in 8. Equivalently, g is locally closed if for each r E 4n there 
exists some number r > 0 such that (q E g: ]] r - q]] ,< r} is closed in 8. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let a be a locally closed subset of 8. We shall say G? 
is a Martin generator of type W on a, in (a, // ]I), if the following four 
conditions hold: 
(i) M is a continuous map from 8 into 8. 
(ii) W is a real number. 
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(iii) For each <E CS? there is some number 8 = a(c) > 0 such that the 
differential equation C’(t) = LY(@i)) h as a continuously differentiable solution 
on [0, F) with c(O) = r. 
(iv) If 6,) [, are solutions of c’(t) = @(c(i)) on 10, a), then 
II L(f) - Mt)ll < II L(O) - MOII exp(iW for all i in 10, a>. 
Remarks. Martin generators are so named because of the charac- 
terization in Proposition 2.3 below, which is largely due to R. Martin. 
References and proofs for Proposition 2.3 and 2.4 below can be found in 
Theorems 6.12, 7.6, 7.10, and 8.20 of [29]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let @ be a locally closed subset of 8. Let 67: 5’ --f P 
be continuous, and let W be a real number. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) 67 is a Martin generator of type W on 2. 
(ii) M - WI ’ totally dissipative in (a, /I II); and ,,m 
&IO & -I dist(C + En(~~D) = 0 for each < in ~2%. 
(iii) 67 - WI is dissipative in (a, 11 11); and lim infCIO 
F-’ dist(< + em(<), 2) = 0 for each 5 in 9. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 33 be a locally closed subset of 8. For each i f R, 
let n(t, .): C2 + B be a Martin generator of type W(i) on 8. 
Assume that 
(i) W: R -+ R is locally integrable; 
(ii) for each r E 23, G!(t, <) is a strongly measurable function of i; and 
(iii) for each compact set .,Y G 29, max( I] @(t, T)ll: < E .AV } is a locally 
integrable function oft. 
Then 
(a) Zf --co < a < b < co then si @(t, .) dt is a Martin generator of 
type j’i W(t) di on 9. 
(b) Zf [, and & are solutions of c’(t) = 6V(t, c(t)) on some interval 
Ia, bl, ihen Ill,@) - Mb>ll ,< IIM) - Ma>ll exp[.fi W(f) dtl. 
(c) For each a E R and c E 23, there exists a solution C(t) = [(t; a, <) 
of c’(t) = @(t, c(t)) on some interval [a, a), with initial value [(a) = <. (Zn 
view of (b) above, this solution is uniquely determined by a and <. The 
number K is greater than a, but may depend on both a and r.) Let 
Fr = K(a, c) be chosen as large as possible (we allow d = 00). Then 
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(d) Dorm<) E {(t, a, <) E R x R x ‘22: a < f < g(a, <)} is an open 
subset of {(t, a, ?J E R x R x 9: a < t}; and [ is jointly continuous from 
Dam([) into 9. 
Notations 2.5. Depending on the nature of our applications, we may 
wish E to be a real or complex Banach space. In either case we have R G 
{scalars} G C. For scalars t, let r and Re r be the complex conjugate of t 
and the real part of t, respectively; these are both equal to r if r E R. An 
interval such as [0, 7’) will be understood to lie in R. 
Throughout the rest of this section, let 2’ = {scalars} x E, with norm 
II(~ = dm. Let F and .F be the duality maps of the Banach 
spaces (E, 1 I) and (8,I) I/), respectively. It follows from our choice of 11 Ij 
that 
+Y(t>f>> = irl x F(f). (2.6) 
For each r > 0 let a(r) = ((s,f) E [0, r) x D: v(f) ,< r). Note that if v is 
lower semicontinuous then @-a(r) is locally closed in k?‘, since it is the inter- 
section of the open set (-co, r) x E and the closed set {(s,f) E [O, co) X D: 
G)G71* 
LEMMA 2.7. Let A:D-tE, v:R++R+, and w:R++R be some 
functions. Assume 1.3(ii), (iii) hold. Then we have (a) a (b) * (c) among the 
conditions below. If v is lower semicontinuous, then all five conditions below 
are equivalent. 
(a) A, VI, w also satisfy 1.3(i), (iv), (v). That is, A is a v-generator of 
we (~4 ~1. 
(b) A, v satisfy 1.3(i), (iv); and for each r > 0, the restriction of 
A - o(r)I to {f E D: v(f) < r) is totally dissipative in (E, ( I). 
(c) A, v satisfy 1.3(i), (iv); and for each r > 0, the restriction of 
A - w(r)I to {f E D: v(f) < r} is dissipative in (E, I I). 
(d) For each r > 0 and c E R, the function @((r,f )) = (v(r) + 
max(-cr, 0} + cr, A(f)) is a Martin generator of type W = max( W(r), c) on 
the locally closed set g(r). 
(e) For each r > 0 and c E (0, w(r)}, the function n((s,f )) s (v(r) + 
max{ -cr, 0) + c7, A(f >) is a Martin generator of type W = max{ w(r), c} on 
the locally closed set g(r). 
Proof of (a) z- (b). Let f, g E D be given, with v(f), v(g) < r. Let 
Iz E F(f- g) be given. It suffices to show that 
Re(k A(f) - M9f - A (s> + w(r) s> Q 0. (2.8) 
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Choose if, 1, i g,L hl as in 1.3(v). Then for each n, (1, A(f) -A(g)) = 
~,‘Kkfn -g,> - If-d + &f+ GA(~) -fn> - (4 g + G(g) - g,>l- 
Hence 
Re(5A(f)-A(g))~limsup~~‘If-gl~lf,-g,I-lf-gl ,I - cc 
+If+&,A(f)--f,l+lg+&,A(g)-g,l) 
G 44 If- g12, 
which yields (2.8). 
Proof of (b) 3 (c). Trivial. 
Proof of (c) a (d), for v lower semicontinuous. Let any r > 0 and c E R 
be given. Let b = y(r) + max( -cr, 0); thus G?((r, f )) = (b + cr, A(f )). Since 
v(f) < r for all (r, f) E g(r), the continuity of @: a(r) + B follows from 
hypothesis 1.3(i). It suffices to verify 2.3(iii). Let 5J =@(r). 
To show that od - WI is dissipative in (a, ]I 11). let any r,, r, E g be 
given. For j= 1, 2, say rj = (rj,fi), where v(h) < rj < r. Since A - o(r)Z is 
dissipative on (f E D: v(f) < r}, there is some k E F(f, -f2) such that 
Re@, A(f,) - w(r)f, - A(f,) + w(r)f2) < 0. Let /1 = (rr - t2, A); then 
/i E F(c, - r2) by (2.6). A brief computation shows that 
= cc - W)(r, - 7212 + (4r) - v If’ -f2 I2 
+ WA A(f,) - w(r>f, -A(fd + M-lM ,< 0; 
thus (P( - WI is dissipative in (8, )I 11). 
Fix any < E 9. It suffices to show that lim infcl, E-’ dist(c + 
&‘(Q, a) = 0, where “dist” denotes distance in (a,/) I]). Say r = (r,f ), 
where 0 < v(f) < r < r. From our definition of b it follows that b + CT >, y(r). 
Choose {f,), {&,,I as in hypothesis 1.3(iv); note that lim SUP,,+~ u(f,) < 
v(f) < t. Let r,, = max( v(f,), t + (b + cr) E, }. Then v(f,) < r, < r for all n 
sufficiently large; so <, = (5,) f,) lies in B. 
We claim that (r, - z)/E, -+ b + cr as n -+ co. This is obvious for the 
subsequence of (T,,} consisting of terms for which r, = t + (b + ct) E,. For 
the remaining terms we have r,=v(f,)>z+(b+cT)q,. Then 
lim inf n+m(r, - z)/E, > b + cr; but also lim ~up,-~(r~ - 5)/e, < 
lim sup,+,[v(f,) - v(f )]/.sn < y(r) < b + cr. This proves our claim. 
Hence E;’ dist(< + c,@(r), g) < E;’ II < + e,@(c) - <, I( = E;’ ][(r + 
q# + CT> - ~,,f+ &,A(f 1 -f,>ll -+ 0. Th is completes the verification of 
condition 2,3(iii), and hence 2.7(d). 
Proof of (d) a (e), for v lower semicontinuous. Trivial. 
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Proof of (e) =+- (a), for v lower semicontinuous. The v-continuity of A 
follows from the continuity of G! on the sets g(r). 
Let any f E D be given; we shall recursively construct sequences 
(el, F* ,... } and (f, , fi ,... } satisfying 1.3(iv). Let E, = 1. Now assume E,,_ , is 
given, for some n > 1. Since v/ is right-continuous, there is some r > v(f) 
with y(r) < ty(v(f)) + E, _ I. Let c = 0. By hypothesis, CI’((t, g)) = 
(y(r), A(g)) is a Martin generator on g(r). Hence there exists a solution of 
C’(s) = Q!(<(s)) on some interval [0, a), with initial value C(O) = (v(f),f) E 
Q(r). Then c(s) = (v(f) + sty(r), U(S)), where u is a solution of u’(s) = 
A(+)). Hence lim,,,, If+ d(f) - u(s>l/s = 0. Ah ~(~4s)) < v(f) + syl(r), 
since c(s) E G?(r). By choosing e, > 0 sufficiently small and f, = u(E,), we 
obtain en < q- 42, If+ &,,A(/) -f,,IIEn < E,-, 3 and [v(f,) - v(f)lI&,, < 
y(r) ( ty(v(f )) + E,- , . This completes the recursion, and the verification of 
1.3(iv). The verification of 1.3(v) is similar, but with c = co(r) instead of 
c = 0; we omit the details. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.7. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let any r > 0 and any locally integrable function 
c: R--f R be given. Since 2.7(a) a 2.7(d), for each fixed t the function 
Qf(t, .): G(r) + 8 defined by 
fl(t, (t,f )) = (v(t, r) + mm{-c(t)r, 01 + c(t)r, A(&f )) 
is a Martin generator of type W(t) E max{w(t, r), c(t)) on the locally closed 
set Q = g(r). Hence 
the mappings Q?: R x G -+ B and W: R--t R satisfy the 
hypotheses of Proposition 2.4. (2.9) 
Since 2.7(a) 3 2.7(b), 
for each 1, A(t, .) - w(t, r)Z is totally dissipative on (f E D: 
v(f) < 4, in (6 I I). (2.10) 
We shall use (2.9) and (2.10) in the arguments below. 
Proof of 1.6(a). We first prove 1.6(a) under the additional assumption 
that o(t, r) > 0 for all t, r. 
Define @(t, (r, f )) and W(t) as above, then use (2.9) and Proposition 
2.4(a). We note two particular cases of interest: (i) If c(r) = 0 for all t, we 
find that the mapping 
(W F+ (1” v/O, r> & !‘” A (4f) dt ) 
(I n 
is a Martin generator of type sz w(t, r) dt on g(r). Also, (ii) taking c(t) = 
w(t, r) for all t, we find that the mapping 
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is a Martin generator of type si w(f, r) dt on g(r). Since this holds for every 
r > 0, condition 2.7(e) is satisfied. Therefore li A(& .) dt is a v-generator of 
type <si ~(6 -)df, fi 46 -1 W. 
Next we remove the restriction w > 0. From (2.10) it follows that for each 
t, A(t, .) - max{o(t, r), O}I is totally dissipative on (fE D: v(f) < r}. Since 
2.7(b) o 2.7(a), A(& .) is a v-generator of type (~(t, .), max{w(t, .), O}). By 
the case of w > 0 already covered, therefore I”, A(& .) dt is a v-generator of 
type (.I”: V(G .I & .ff: max{w(t, .), O} dt). On the other hand, from (2.10) it 
also follows that ]f: A(& .) dt - [j”, o(t, r) dt]l is totally dissipative on 
{f~ D: v(f) < r}. Hence by another application of 2.7(b) u 2.7(a), 
J”: A(t, .) dr is a v-generator of type (li ~(1, .) dt, jf: w(l, .) dt), as required. 
Proof of 1.6(d). This follows from (2.10) by a standard argument. We 
omit the details; see (7.4) in [29] for a similar proof. 
Notation. From 1.6(d) it follows that for each fE D, a E R, and 
T E (a, co], there is at most one v-solution of u’(t) = A(t, u(t)) on [a, 7) with 
initial value u(a) =f. We denote this solution by u(t) = u(t, a,f), to display 
dependence on a andf: Below, we shall show that such a solution does exist 
for some T E (a, a~]. We denote the largest such T by T = T(a,f), again 
displaying dependence on a andf: 
Proof of 1.6(b). We shall first prove the following weaker assertion: 
Suppose f, E D, r > 0, --c/3 < a < /I < co, and v(f,) + 
1: I,Y(S, r) ds < r. Then there exists a v-solution of u’(t) = 
A(4 u(t)) on [a, P] with u(a) = fO and v(u(t)) < v(f,) + 
.I”; v(s, r> ds. (2.11) 
The proof of (2.11) is a variant of an argument in [ 18 1. 
We hold r fixed and let ~3 = G(r). For 0 ,< t < r, let D(r) = {fE D: 
v(f)~t}={f~D:(7,f)E~}; note D(s) is closed. Apply (2.9) with 
c(t) = 0 for all 1; then @(t, (r, f)) = (I,u(I, r), A(t,f)). Define [(&a, <) and 
a(a, 0 as in 2.4(c). By 2.4(c), g(a, r) > a for each a E R and 4 E Z?. 
For any numbers -co < a < b < co and r E ]O, r), let 
Z(G [a, bl) = {f E D(t): a(a, (z,f >) > bl 
= (f E D(7): the trajectory [(e, a, (s,f )) 
exists on [a, b,) for some b, > b} 
= {f E D(s): the trajectory <(b, a, (q f )) 
exists at least on [a, b] }. 
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To see that the last two sets are equal, note that if [(., a, (t,f)) exists on 
[a, b] and t= C(b, a, (O)), then a(a, (t,f>> = g(b, 0 > b. 
Note that whenever [(t, u, (t,f)) exists, it equals (7 + IL ty(s, r) ds, 
u(t, a,f)). Then v(u(t, a,f)) < 7 + i: t&s, r) ds < r, since existence of 
c(t, a, (7,f)) is here understood to mean existence in @. Hence [(t, a, (7,f)) 
lies in (7 + s: w(s, r) ds) x D(7 + JL w(s, r) ds), which is a closed subset of D 
defined independently of the choice off: It then follows from 2.4(b) that 
(fE D(7): the trajectory cJ(., a, (7,f)) exists at least on [a, b] ] is a closed 
subset of D(7). 
On the other hand, from 2.4(d) we find that (fE D(7): w(u, (7,f)) > b} is 
relatively open in D(7). Thus Z(7, [a, b]) is both open and closed in D(7); so 
Z(7, [a, b]) is a union of some (or all, or none) of the connected components 
of D(7). 
Now fix some f, E D. Suppose that -co < a < I< co and v(f,) + 
lt w(s, r) ds < r. Let b = K(a, (v(f,),&)). We wish to show b > p; this will 
imply (2.11). Clearly b > a. Suppose that a < b < /?; we shall obtain a con- 
tradiction. 
Note that K(b, (v(f,),fO)) > b. In view of 2.4(d), it follows that 
K(u, (v(f,),f,)) > b for some a with a < a < b G/3. That is, 
C(t, a, (v(f,),f,)) = (u(f,> + It, u/(s, r) ds, u(t, a&>) exists in 9, at least for 
all t in [a, b]. 
Let 7 = v(f,) + jz ~(s, r) ds. Then the trajectory 
also exists in @ for all t in [a, b], since its first component, v(f,) + 
(b, I&S, r) ds, is less than r. Thusf, E Z(7, [a, b]). 
For all t in [a, a], we have v(u(t, a,&)) < v(fJ + (i ty(s, r) ds < 7. Also, 
the trajectory u(., a&) is continuous, and hence pathwise-connected. 
Therefore the entire set {u(t, a,&): a < t < a} is contained in the connected 
component of D(7) which contains u(a, a,&) =fo. Hence f, = ~(a, a,.&) E 
{u(t, a,&): a < t < a} G Z(7, [a, b]). Therefore ~(a, u,fr) exists at least on 
[a, b]. 
But ~(a, 0,) = UC-, a, u(a, a,.&>) = UC., a&>; so a(a, (CM,)> > b, a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of (2.11). 
Next we use (2.11) to prove 1.6(b). We may assume that the given 
function p: [a, 7’) + R, is noncontinuable; i.e., at least one of T, limfTr p(t) 
is co. (See Lemma 3 in (281.) 
Fix any E > 0. Let i = 3 + [E -‘p(u)], where [ ] is the greatest integer 
function. Define a = ti < fi + 1 < fi+ 2 < ... recursively by 
J 
.Ij 
[E+I+v(s,~E)]~s=E (j=i+ l,i+2,...) 
‘j-1 
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and let U = sup(ri} (possibly co). Define w: [a, U) + R, by 
This function is discussed in Section 2 of [ 28 1. 
DefineA,L+,,A+,,... recursively, as follows. Let A =f: Now assume that 
for some j > i, fj-, E D has been selected with v(f;:-,) < (j - 1)~. Apply 
(2.11) with a = fj-, , /? = tj, r = js. It follows that there exists a v-solution of 
u’(t) = A(t, u(t)) on Ifj- 13 f,j]3 with ~(f,~- ,) =& , and v(u(r)) < w(t). Take 
.h = u(ci) to complete the recursion. Write U = U, and w(t) = w,(t) to display 
the dependence on E. We have shown that for any E > 0, there exists a v- 
solution of u’(t) =A(t, u(t)) on [a, U,) with u(a) =fand v(u(t)) < w,(t). 
By Lemma 3 of 128 ], lim infEl,, U, > c and lim sup, 0 w,(t) <p(t) for each 
* t in [a, 7’). Hence the conclusion of 1.6(b) holds. 
Proof of 1.6(c). Suppose that T < co and M- lim inf, or v(u(t)) < co; we 
shall obtain a contradiction. For d>O sufficiently small, 
1;‘: w(s, M + 2) ds < 1. Choosing some particular value of 6, we may also 
assume v(u(T- S)) < M + 1. Let p be the solution of p’(r) = v(t,p(t)) with 
initial value p(T- S) = M + 1. Then p exists at least on [T - 6, T + 6) (see 
Lemma 1 of [28]). By 1.6(c), there exists a v-solution of u’(t) =A(t, u(t)) on 
[T - 6, T + S], with u(T - 6) equal to its given value. Hence there exists a 
solution on [a, T + 81, contradicting the maximality of T. This proves 1.6(c), 
and completes the proof of Theorem 1.6. 
Proof of Propositions 1.4 and 1.5. These are special cases of 
Theorem 1.6. 
Proof of Proposition 1.7. Parts (a) through (e) are easy exercises; we 
omit the details. Only (f) requires demonstration. 
A standard argument shows that 2.7(a) * 2.7(b) 2 1.4(d). We omit the 
details; see (7.4) in [29] for a similar argument. 
To verify that a, I$ satisfy 1.4(b) and hence 1.3(iv), suppose that p’(t) = 
yl(p(t)) on some interval [O, b], and f E 6 with C(f) <p(O). We shall show 
the existence of a $-solution of u’(t) = a(n(t)) on [0, b], with u(0) =f and 
W(f)) G P(f). 
By definition of G, there is some sequence (f,} in D with f, -f and 
lim sup v(f,) < O(f) <p(O). For each IZ, let p, be the solution of p;(t) = 
y(p,(t)) with initial value p,(O) = v(f,). By the last theorem in [28], pn 
exists on [0, b] for all n sufficiently large, and lim s~p~+~p”(t) <p(t) for 
each t in [0, b]. Hence for all n greater than some number N, p, exists on 
[O, b] and p,(b) <p(b) + 1. 
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By hypothesis, A and v satisfy 1.4(b), so for IZ > N there exists a v- 
solution of u;(t) = A(u,(t)) on [O, b], with v(u,(t)) <p,(t) <p,(b) <p(b) + 1. 
As noted above, A and o satisfy 1.4(d); so lu,(t) - u,(t)] < If, -f,] 
exp[to(p(b) + 1)] for m, n > N. As m, n+ 03, If, -f,j -+ 0; hence (u,) 
converges uniformly to some continuous function U: [0, b] + cl(D). For each 
t, fl(u(t)) = C(lim,,, u,(t)) < lim inf,+a v(u,(t)) < lim sup,,,p,(t) <p(t), so 
u(t) E d. All the functions U, and u take values in a single C-bounded subset 
of fi. a is continuous on that set, so A(u,(t)) -+A(u(t)) uniformly for t in 
[0, b]. Take limits in the integral equation u,(t) -f, = J; A(Q)) ds; we 
obtain u(t) -f = li ~(u(s)) ds. Th us A, @ satisfy 1.4(b), and therefore 
1.3(iv). 
A similar limit argument shows that a, ~5 satisfy 1.4(d), and therefore 
1.3(v). We omit the details. This concludes our proof of Proposition 1.7. 
3. EXAMPLE 
The preceding abstract theory is applicable to many kinds of evolutions. 
For one particularly simple abstract example, suppose A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a linear, strongly continuous, contraction (i.e., nonexpansive) 
semigroup S on the Banach space (E, / I), as in the Hille-Yosida theory [ 10, 
13, 32). Then A is a v-generator of type (0,O) on D = Dom(A’), where 
v(f) = m41f19 WI, I#flI or v(f) = IfI + iAfl+ IA’fj. To see that A is v- 
continuous, note that for f E D and t > 0, Af = t-‘{S(t)f -f- ’ t-s) 
S(s) Azfds); hence IAf I < (2/t) If) + (t/2) IA’fl. Taking t = 2 + If I/IA’f 1 
and f=f, -f,, we obtain lAf,-Af,(,<2(fl-f21”2 (2maxj,,,2(A2&])“2, 
so A is Holder-continuous with exponent l/2 on each v-bounded set. The 
other conditions of a v-generator are easily verified; we omit the details. 
We remark that the example above uses linearity only for simplicity of 
notation. The essential ingredient is not linearity, but a sort of smoothness. 
The example above does have a major drawback: the choice of v depends 
on A; hence we cannot apply results such as Proposition 1.5 and 
Theorem 1.6. It is preferable to let v be the norm of some fixed Sobolev 
space; then one choice of v can be used with several different nonlinear 
partial differential operators A. This approach will be illustrated with an 
example in some detail, below. With this approach, our abstract existence 
results 1.4-1.6 (and also some abstract continuous dependence results, 
analogous to [29, 301 but not presented in detail here) are applicable to 
many kinds of partial differential equations. Our methods can be applied 
when solutions have more spatial derivatives than appear in the differential 
equation. This requirement is satisfied, for instance, by reaction-diffusion 
equations; by hyperbolic equations before shocks develop; and by dispersive 
equations such as the Korteweg-deVries (KdV) equation. For brevity we 
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shall discuss in detail only one example, a generalized KdV equation; but it 
should be evident that the methods apply to the other kinds of equations as 
well. 
Below, we verify the hypotheses of the abstract theory. The computations 
below are tedious, but straightforward and mechanical; no special 
constructions are required. We remark that our assumptions about the coef- 
ficients a and 6, below, are unnecessarily strong. Weaker assumptions will 
suffice if one uses more complicated and specialized methods [ 14, 151, or if 
one takes limits in the conclusions below. We shall not concern ourselves 
with such refinements. 
We now consider in some detail the generalized KdV equation 
ut = 4f) ~,x, + W, x, u(t, x)) u, (3.1) 
for -co < x < co and t > t,, with initial data u(t,, x) =f(x) = given. We 
shall prove some quantitative results about existence and continuous depen- 
dence of solutions, under some assumptions of smoothness of a, b, and f: 
Results of this section are summarized at the end of the section. 
Our strategy in analyzing (3.1) is to first study separately each of the 
simpler, autonomous equations 
u, = au xxx (a = constant), (3.2) 
u, = b(x, u(t, x)) u,. (3.3) 
Then we shall apply 1.5 and 1.6. 
From most usual points of view, Eq. (3.2) is much better behaved than 
(3.3). Equation (3.2) maintains smoothness of data for all positive time. In 
contrast, solutions of (3.3) may develop shocks and become discontinuous 
after awhile, even if the initial data is smooth. Conservation laws such as 
(3.3) are usually studied in spaces such as L’(R), to make the best use of 
conserved quantities. Other spaces generally do not work as well; see for 
instance Remark 3 in 131. 
But we are only concerned with behavior locally in time; and a nearly- 
conserved quantity will serve our purposes as well as a conserved quantity. 
From our viewpoint, Eq. (3.3) is actually quite well-behaved. It maintains 
smoothness of data, at least for a little while, and yields nice estimates in any 
of the usual Sobolev spaces Wmqp(R). In constrast, (3.2) yields nice estimates 
only when p = 2. Thus (3.2) forces upon us our choices of E and D: 
6% I I> = (Ho(R), II Ilo) and CD, u> = W4(R), 11 114)~ 
505/46/l-7 
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with norms defined as in the introduction. Note that v is lower semicon- 
tinuous, since H4(R) is reflexive. 
Interpolation yields 
Il.L - &xxIlo <[2 maWl14~ II gl14113’4 IV-sllY”, 
so the operatorft+ a&, is v-continuous. The initial value problem for (3.2) 
can be solved by Stone’s theorem, or the Hille-Yosida theorem, or Fourier 
transforms, or whatever method the reader likes. If u is a solution of (3.2) 
then formally 
= --a f [u,(t, x)21X dx = 0 
-R 
by integration by parts; the formal computation can be justified by a limit 
argument. If u satisfies (3.2) then so do uX, uXX,... . Hence the operator 
fbf,,, generates a strongly continuous group of isometries on each of the 
spaces P(R) (m = 0, 1, 2,...). Therefore f-f,,, and ft) -S,,, are v- 
generators of type (0,O) on D. 
Our analysis of (3.3) will take a bit longer. We assume that b is four times 
continuously differentiable, and that maxgGiG4 sup,,a (V’b(x, y)( < c(l yl) for 
some nondecreasing, locally Lipschitz function c: R + + R + . 
To show that the operator @J)(x) = b(x,f(x))f’(x) is v-continuous, let 
anyf, g E D = H4(R) be given. Say max{llfl14, II gl14} = r. Then 
I WJIx)V’(x) - b(x, g(x)) g’(x)1 
< I WJIx))l If’(x) - s’(x)1 + I Kd’(x)) - b(x, &)I I g’(xI 
< 0) If’@> - g’(xI + c(r) If(x> - &)I I g’G>l. 
Hence 
IIN- &llo Q c(r) IV- 4, + 4r)r IV- gllo 
G c(r>W”” llf-gIli’” + Wr IV- gllo. 
To verify condition 1.4(d) and hence condition 1.3(v), let u and v be two 
v-solutions of (3.3). We suppress the arguments of u and v wherever possible. 
Let p(t) = max{v(u(t)>, v(u(t))}. Then I u,I <p(t); I@, U) - b(x, v)l < 
I u - VI cW>>; and I[bk ~>lA = lb,@, u> + 4Xx, ~1 u,I < QW>[ 1 +~(t>l. 
Hence 
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= [ (u - u)(u, - ux) b(x, u) dx 
-R 
+ .,R (u - u)[b(x, u) - b(x, u)] u, dx 
= - +I (u - u)‘[b(x, u>lx dx 
R 
+ [ (u - u)[b(x, u) - b(x, v)] u, dx 
-R 
So 1.4(d) holds with W(I) = c(r)[ 1 + 3r]. 
The longest part of our analysis is the verification of condition 1.3(iv). 
For this purpose we shall solve Eq. (3.3) on some interval [0, to) of positive 
length, with initial data ~(0, x) =f(x) = given. The method which we shall 
use, that of characteristic curves, is well known. Nevertheless we shall 
present the method in considerable detail, for it yields some estimates which 
we need. 
We begin by constructing the characteristic curves and their derivatives. 
For each < in R, let z(t, <) be the solution of 
zt = -bkf(O) 
z(O, l) = 6 
Let z(j) = ~(j)(t, <) = (a/a# z(t, 6) (j > 0). Differentiating (3.4), we obtain 
z:” = -b,(z,f(t)) z(‘) - WJX))f’(O (t > O)v 
z”‘(0, <) = 1, 
(3.5) 
where b, and b, are the two components of Vb. Continue taking derivatives. 
For j > 2, induction yields 
z;” = - b,(z,f(t)) z(j) - b,(z,f(t))f’%) 
- ,z2 V’b(z,f(<)) * qij 
z(j) (0, r) = 0, 
(’ a Oh (3.6) 
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where qii is a polynomial of degree i in z”)(t, r) and f”‘(c) (1 < k <j). 
Hence, for 2 <j < 4, 
+ aj 5’ [l + IZ’k)(f, <)I” + lf’“‘(t)l”] 1 (3.7) 
k=l 
for some constant aj > 0. In fact, by writing out qij in detail, we obtain 
a2 < 2, a3 < 3, a4 < 40. (We omit the tedious computation.) 
Also note that (3.5) yields an inequality of the form (3.7) with j= 1, if we 
take a, XI=, to be zero. 
We now proceed by an estimate of Gronwall type. Fix some j (1 <j < 4) 
and <E R. Let /3(t) = exp[-fc(]]fl],,,)] jb iz~j’(s, r)] ds. Then ] z’j’(t, 0 - 
~“‘(0~ t)l< P(O exp~~41fllsup>l~ and so 
P’(t) = -41flls&40 + e~d-~411fIlsu,)1 lz% <)I 
G cWllsup> ew[-MfIlsu,)l ~lz’V4 01 
+ If”‘(<)l + aj 5’ [ 1 + IZ’k)(f9 01” + If’“‘(<)[“] 1.
k=l 
Drop the exponential factor from the right side of the last inequality; then 
integrate with respect to t. We obtain 
I z’j)(t, r) - z”‘(0, [)I 
G 4fllsup) expP41fllsu,>l j Iz’V4 01 + If’Wl 
+ Qj j$' [ 1 + oyf;, IZ'k)(S, t)l" + jf'k'(()14] 1. 
k=l , 
In particular, 
SUP Iz”‘(h e.1 - 1 I G ~c(llfll4)(1 + Ilfll4> + @v’> 
I 
(3.8) 
as t 1 0; hence suplsR Iz”‘(t, <) - 11 < 1 for all r sufticiently small. Also, 
maxj,,,, suplEa Iz’“(t, r)l < 1 for t sufficiently small. Hence for j = 2,3 
sup IZ’j’(G 01 < ~~(llfll4)~llfll4 + aj(19 + Ilflli)I + @(t’> 
IER 
(3.9) 
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as t 1 0. But fC4) is not necessarily uniformly bounded, so the best estimate 
we can manage is 
as t 1 0, uniformly for all <E R. Then 
1. If’4’(of’(r) z’4’(t, r)l& 
.R 
G tWl14Pla4 Ilflli + Ilflli + a4 Ilfll~l + @(t2 Ml3 (3.10) 
From (3.8) we have also 
sup lz”‘@Y ok - 1 I < Ikl tcwll4>(1 + Ilfll4) + C”(t’> 
lCR 
(3.11) 
for any real number k. 
For t sufficiently small, Ilz(t, a) - Ill,i, = sup{lz”‘(t, r) - 1 I: <E R} < 1, 
so z(t, .) is a homeomorphism of R onto R. Let ((t, .) be its inverse; i.e., let 
z = z(t, r) and < = <(t, z). 
Note that a function u = u(t, x) satisfies (3.3) if and only if 
(d/d) u(t, z(t, <)) = 0. Hence u(t, z(t, 0) = ~(0, ~(0, <)) =f(<), and u is given 
by u(t, x) =f(t-(6 x)1. 
Now let < = ((t, x) and u = u(t, x). Note that at/ax = z”‘(t, 0 ‘. Hence 
u =f(T), (3.12) 
u, =f’(O z”‘(G Or’. (3.13) 
u xx =f”(() z(‘)(t, cy’ -f’(<) z(‘)(t, r)-” z(2yt, <). (3.14) 
By induction on j, for j > 2 we obtain 
(a/ax)44 =f’j’(() zyt, {)-j 
- (7 j f(j+l-i)(r)z(l)(t,r)-j+i-3 
(4 ,z 1 
z(i'(t, () 
+ higher order terms. (3.15) 
Here ({) is the binomial coefficient j!/i!(j - i)!, and a “higher order term” is 
the product of a constant,f”‘(<) f or some i, some factors of z”‘(t, c)-‘, and 
two or more factors among {zc2)(t, c),..., z+‘)(t, c)}. It is convenient to note 
that (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) are also of the form (3.15) for j = 0, 1,2, provided 
we interpret CiZ2 as zero when j < 2. (See also [35, 361.) 
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Square both sides of (3.15) and multiply by z”‘(t, 0. We obtain 
[ (a/axy’u]’ z’“(t, <) 
=fW(g* z(l)(t, q?i+ 1 
- 22 ” 0 i=* 1 f(j)(gf(j+l-i)(r) z(l)(t, r)-Zjti-2 z(i)(t, r) 
+ higher order terms, (3.16) 
where “higher order term” is defined as before, but with two factors from 
If’wJ”(r) ,-*., P’K) I instead of just one factor. In view of (3.9), each 
higher order term has integral of order @(t’ I/S/l:). Also note from (3.9) and 
(3.11) that for i = 2 or 3, z”‘(t, <)-2j+i-2 zCit(t, <) = zci’(t, 5) + p(t’) 
uniformly for all r. Let C C’ indicate summation over all i, j such that 
2 <j < 4, 2 < i <j, and i < 4; we treat the case of i = 4 separately because 
we do not have a uniform estimate for zt4). Sum (3.16) over 0 <j < 4 and 
integrate over r E R; we obtain 
Ilull: = i 1’ [(i?/axy’ u(t, x)]’ dx 
j=O-R 
+ 2 Ilz”‘(& T”II,,, j lf’4’(W’(t) z’~‘@, <)I & + @(f’ Ilfll:) 
-R 
< llfll: + ~cW-l14)(726 + 418 Ilfll4”> + W’ Ilfll:) 
whence lb4 < Ml4 + Nfll,)W + 209 Ilfll3 + @‘(t’). Hence 1.W) 
holds with v(r) = (363 + 209r6) c(r). Somewhat smaller constants can be 
obtained by more careful computation; we shall not attempt to obtain the 
best possible values. 
Finally, applying 1.5 and 1.6, we have the following result: 
THEOREM. Let a: R--f R be locally integrable. Let b: R3 --f R be jointly 
measurable. Let c: R x R + --f R + be locally integrable in its first argument, 
and locally Lipschitz and nondecreasing in its second argument. Assume that 
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for eachfixed t, b(t, ., -): R2 -+ R isfour times dlperentiable, and maxosi+jC4 
SUP,,~ I(8+j/axi a#) b(t, x, y)J < c(t, ) y I). Then: 
For each a E R andfE H4(R) there exists some T= T(a,f) > a (possibly 
a) and some solution u: [a, T) - H4(R) of (3.1) with u(a, .) =./I (By 
“solution” we mean that u is absolutely continuous from compact subsets of 
Ia, T) into H’(R); II 46 .l14 is bounded on compact subsets of [a, T); and for 
almost every t in [a, T), the Frkchet derivative oft w u(t, -) exists in Ho(R) 
and equals a(t)u + b(t, x, u) uX.) Moreover, T can be chosen so that at least 
one of T, lim inftTT IIu(t, .)114 is CO. If p is a solution of p’(t) = [363 + 
209PWl4, p(t)) on [a,P] and&)< llfli4, then T> Paad II+ .)I4 <p(t) 
for all t in [a, ,fI]. If u, and u2 are solutions of (3.1) on some interval [a, /?I, 
then IIu1c13,~) - zcB,~Ilo < IIul(ay.> - u2(~~~)I10 exP[J%l +W)) c(t,dt))dtl, 
where q(t) = maxi, 1 ,z II uj(t, * )114. 
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